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Abstract
Genealogical discordance, or when different genes tell distinct stories although they
evolved under a shared history, often emerges from either coalescent stochasticity or
introgression. In this study, we present a strong case of mito-nuclear genealogical discordance in the Australian rainforest lizard species complex of Saproscincus basiliscus
and S. lewisi. One of the lineages that comprises this complex, the Southern S. basiliscus lineage, is deeply divergent at the mitochondrial genome but shows markedly less
divergence at the nuclear genome. By placing our results in a comparative context and
reconstructing the lineages’ demography via multilocus and coalescent-based approximate Bayesian computation methods, we test hypotheses for how coalescent variance
and introgression contribute to this pattern. These analyses suggest that the observed
genealogical discordance likely results from introgression. Further, to generate such
strong discordance, introgression probably acted in concert with other factors promoting asymmetric gene flow between the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, such as
selection or sex-biased dispersal. This study offers a framework for testing sources of
genealogical discordance and suggests that historical introgression can be an important
force shaping the genetic diversity of species and their populations.
Keywords: approximate Bayesian computation, cytonuclear discordance, demographic reconstruction,
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Introduction
Genealogical discordance is a common phenomenon in
natural systems (McGuire et al. 2007; Melo-Ferreira et al.
2011; Near et al. 2011; Reid et al. 2012), yet the causes
and consequences of discordance are often unclear.
Under genealogical discordance, not all loci appear to
tell the same story, even though the genes evolved
under a common demographic history. This discordance can take several forms; most notably, topologies
and branch lengths among organismal lineages can vary
across loci (Jennings & Edwards 2005; Edwards 2009).
Of note is discordance between organelle (chloroplastic
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and mitochondrial genomes) and nuclear loci, which
appears throughout the natural world (Chan & Levin
2005; Petit & Excoffier 2009). Studies often point to the
special characteristics of the organelle genome—i.e. its
smaller effective population size, uniparental inheritance, lack of recombination, key role in organismal
metabolism and, in the case of the mitochondrial
genome, increased mutation rate (Ballard & Whitlock
2004)—to explain this discordance. However, it is
unclear if the special characteristics of cytoplasmic genomes need to be invoked to explain cytonuclear discordance as compared to general genealogical
discordance (Currat et al. 2008).
Whether in the form of discrepancies in topology or
branch lengths, genealogical discordance typically arises
from three, nonexclusive processes: coalescent variance
(‘incomplete lineage sorting’), introgression and gene
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duplication (Maddison 1997). Here, we focus on coalescent variance and introgression. First, the coalescent, or
the process by which alleles in a population find a common ancestor, is inherently stochastic (Wakeley 2008).
Thus, theory predicts that any genealogical reconstruction should exhibit some heterogeneity across loci—not
only because the coalescent is a sampling process but
also because we rely on the distribution of mutations—
another stochastic process, to estimate coalescent histories (Wakeley 2008). How much heterogeneity is
expected is unclear; for a subset of population histories,
researchers have derived analytical expectations for the
variance in coalescent times and inferred genealogical
relationships (Tavaré et al. 1997; Slatkin & Pollack 2008).
However, this work is generally limited to simple splitting histories, and more complex patterns of divergence
could possibly increase this variance (Lenormand et al.
2009). A second powerful source of genealogical discordance is introgression, or the movement of an allele
from one gene pool to another (Anderson 1949; Kuo &
Avise 2005). Particularly when introgression acts in concert with other forces such as locus-specific selection or
sex-biased dispersal, genealogical discordance can
increase further (Maroja et al. 2009).
Both coalescent variance and introgression are often
invoked by researchers trying to explain patterns of genealogical discordance (Near et al. 2011). Although not
always easy (Melo-Ferreira et al. 2012; Reid et al. 2012), it
is important to determine how these forces interact in the
context of a species’ history to create genealogical discordance. After all, discordance is useful for inferring key
parameters about the divergence process (Edwards &
Beerli 2000); in particular, discordance increases with
larger ancestral population sizes (Hey 2010). Further,
because it can result from introgression, discordance can
inform us about both historical and ongoing hybridization
in the lineages of interest (Near et al. 2011). Thus, although
genealogical discordance has sometimes been regarded as
a complication (Degnan & Rosenberg 2009), it actually can
provide an informative window into species’ histories.
In this study, we present a compelling case of genealogical discordance in the rainforest lizard species
complex, Saproscincus basiliscus and S. lewisi. Endemic to
the Australian Wet Tropics (AWT), a narrow strip of
rainforest in north-eastern Australia, this complex consists of four major, highly divergent mitochondrial lineages: S. lewisi in the far north, and the Northern,
Central and Southern lineages of S. basiliscus (Fig. 1A,
B; Moussalli et al. 2009). Throughout most of their history, paleomodelling suggests that the lineages likely
diverged in isolated glacial-period refugia, with brief
opportunities for gene flow during interglacial periods
(Moussalli et al. 2009; VanDerWal et al. 2009). Here, to
further explore the divergence history of these regional

populations, we collect a species-wide and multilocus
data set. In doing so, we find significant branch length
heterogeneity between the nuclear and mitochondrial
genomes for the Southern-most populations—50-fold
greater divergence of mitochondrial DNA than nuclear
DNA. To test hypotheses about how coalescent variance
and introgression contribute to this discordance, we
place the data in a comparative context, and we exploit
the region’s well-understood biogeography to reconstruct the lineages’ demographic history via approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analyses.

Methods
Sampling and genetic data
Our sampling covers the known distribution of the sister
species Saproscincus basiliscus and S. lewisi throughout the
AWT (Moussalli et al. 2009). These species are leaf-litter
skinks that, while generally found in association with
rainforest, can also extend into adjacent wet sclerophyll
forests (Couper & Keim 1998). The two species are ecologically and morphologically similar; they are delineated
based on a minor morphological feature—differing number of paravertebral scales (Couper & Keim 1998).
In this study, we added to the mitochondrial data set
collected by Moussalli et al. (2009) to generate a 291individual data set. Our expanded sampling focused on
sequencing individuals located in geographic gaps
between previously defined phylogeographic lineages;
habitat is contiguous between all lineages, except
for the Central and Southern lineages (Fig. 1A). For a
subset of these individuals (n = 86; Table S1), we
sequenced eight nuclear loci. Because the relevant unit of
analysis in this study is the phylogeographic lineage, these
individuals were sampled roughly proportional to the
prevalence of each mitochondrial clade, and we ensured
representation of the full geographic range of the species.
We extracted DNA from preserved tail tissue using a
high-salt DNA extraction (Aljanabi & Martinez 1997).
To assay mitochondrial variation, we sequenced the
ND4 locus (Arevalo et al. 1994); to assay nuclear variation, we sequenced eight loci, including six published
previously: b-globin intron, C-mos exon, R35 exon, Rhodopsin intron, and TPI and RPS8 introns (Saint et al.
1998; Dolman & Phillips 2004; Leaché 2009; Bell et al.
2010). To this, we added two additional intronic loci
(CRISP and LGMN), designed for the closely related lizard Lampropholis coggeri (Bell et al. 2010). All PCRs were
conducted in standard conditions in 12 lL volumes,
using a touchdown protocol of 14 cycles of decremental
and 22 cycles of stable annealing temperatures (details
available in Table S2). Following PCR amplification, we
visualized products on an agarose gel, cleaned PCR
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 1 (A) Map of Australian Wet Tropics showing sampled points for Saproscincus basiliscus and S. lewisi and identifying bioregions
(Williams et al. 1996). (B) Mitochondrial gene tree as inferred by Bayesian analysis for S. basiliscus and S. lewisi. Major clades with
posterior probability >0.95 are marked with an asterisk. (C) Structure results based on haplotypes at eight nuclear loci, with mitochondrial identity for each individual shown. Individuals are ordered by location from north to south. Instances of mito-nuclear discordance are identified by asterisks. (D) Gene network based on haplotypes at eight nuclear loci. Scale is in a standardized, nonunitbased measurement given by POFAD.
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products via ExoSAP-IT (USB) and sequenced products
using BigDye v3.1 on an ABI3730 (Applied Biosystems).
The majority of reads were assembled and edited using
Geneious (Drummond et al. 2010); to resolve assemblies
with heterozygous indels, we used CodonCode
Aligner’s heterozygoteIndel feature (CodonCode Co.).
For the mitochondrial locus, final assemblies were
aligned with the published alignment from Moussalli
et al. (2009) using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). For the nuclear
loci, we inferred haplotypes from our diplotypes computationally using PHASE2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001), running the algorithm 100 times and assuming a constant
recombination rate. We used the most probable haplotype resolution to determine haplotypes; here, all heterozygous sites were resolved to >95% probability. Final
nuclear alignments were made with MUSCLE and checked
manually in Geneious. The final nuclear data set was 94%
complete by locus with a combined length of 3.98 kb.

by minimizing linkage and Hardy–Weinberg disequilibrium within a cluster (Pritchard et al. 2000). We ran Structure 20 times with our phased nuclear data (10 000 000
steps with 1 000 000 burn-in) under the ‘admixture’
model for each of 12 K values (ranging from 1 to 12),
determined the best-supported K value following Evanno
et al. (2005) as implemented in StructureHarvester (Earl
2011), and summarized and plotted results using
Clumpp and Distruct (Rosenberg 2004; Jakobsson &
Rosenberg 2007). Second, we used POFAD to construct a
network of individual similarity based on phased nuclear
data. POFAD is a distance-based method that explicitly
accounts for haplotypic variation within individuals (Joly
& Bruneau 2006). We inferred Tamura-Nei corrected distance matrices for each locus using PAUP (Swofford 2002),
calculated a final individual-based distance matrix with
POFAD and visualized the results as unrooted networks
using SplitsTree (Hudson & Bryant 2006).

Tree-based and multilocus analyses

Between-lineage diversity

To infer genealogical relationships among our mitochondrial haplotypes, we used the Bayesian phylogenetic approach implemented in MrBayes v3.1.2
(Huelsenbeck & Ronquist 2001). We included sequences
from the species Saproscincus czechurai and S. tetradactylus as outgroups (Moussalli et al. 2009; GenBank IDs:
FJ195325.1, J195291.1). We partitioned the alignment
into the genic and tRNA regions and assigned to each
partition the most appropriate model for nucleotide
substitution using MrModelTest (Nylander 2004). The
partitioned alignment was run twice, each with four
chains (three heated, one cold, default heating parameters), for 20 000 000 generations with a 6 000 000 generation burn-in. MCMC chain convergence was assessed
by calculating ESS values using Tracer, and the posterior distribution of trees was summarized using TreeAnnotator (Drummond & Rambaut 2007).
To describe heterogeneity in topologies and branch
lengths among loci, we inferred gene trees for each of
our nuclear loci using the maximum-likelihood
approach implemented in RAxML (Stamatakis 2006).
Each alignment was run unpartitioned, under the substitution model inferred to be most probable by
MrModelTest (Nylander 2004). If the model selected by
MrModelTest was simpler than those implemented in
RAxML, we chose the simplest model RAxML provides
(GTRGAMMA). For each locus, we found the best-scoring maximum-likelihood tree and conducted 1000 rapid
bootstrap analyses to determine support for the tree.
We employed two approaches to summarize and visualize patterns of variation across our multilocus results.
First, to identify population clusters, we used the program Structure v2.3.2, which identifies populations (K)

Discrepant branch lengths for mitochondrial and
nuclear loci could simply result from differences in
mutation rates between the two genomes. If mutational
variance is a minor factor in this system, we would
expect sequence divergence at mitochondrial and
nuclear genomes to be correlated and to reflect the
difference in substitution rate between the genomes. To
explore this possibility, we used Arlequin v3.1 to estimate raw Dxy and net Da sequence divergence between
the lineages of the S. basiliscus species complex (Fig. 1B)
at both the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, as estimated by the Tamura–Nei model. To compare patterns
of nuclear-mitochondrial divergence more generally, we
expanded our analysis of divergence between lineages
to five other closely related and co-distributed species
of lizards: Carlia rubrigularis and C. rhomboidalis (7
nuclear loci; Dolman & Moritz 2006), L. robertsi (8
nuclear loci; Bell et al. 2010), L. coggeri (6 nuclear loci;
Bell et al. 2010), and Gnypetoscincus queenslandiae (2
nuclear loci; Singhal, unpublished). Many of the same
nuclear loci were sequenced for these species and this
study’s species, and the same mitochondrial marker
was sequenced across all species. In each of these species complexes, we identified major lineages based on
the mitochondrial genealogy and then determined
sequence divergence between sister phylogeographic
lineages at both mitochondrial and phased nuclear data.

Divergence and demographic analyses
To determine if coalescent variance or introgression
could explain the observed, strong genealogical discordance, we inferred the most likely demographic history
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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using ABC. For many demographic scenarios, both
defining and calculating the likelihood function for the
model can be challenging; the crude approximation
afforded by ABC, can estimate the likelihood function
by simulation and, thus, can allow researchers to test a
much wider range of biologically relevant models
(Beaumont 2010). That being said, recent research has
suggested that model choice via ABC can give slightly
biased results for un-nested models, particularly when
summary statistics fail to capture the full complexity of
the raw data (Robert et al. 2011). However, this and
subsequent research also indicate, by using summary
statistics with differing distributions under alternative
models and by validating the model choice procedure
itself (Marin et al. 2011), ABC can remain a powerful
tool for exploring and testing the fit of different models
to data.
With these caveats in mind, we tested the fit of two
major classes of models to our empirical data: models
without introgression, designed to test how coalescent
variance can contribute to generating genealogical discordance, and those with introgression, designed to test
how introgression, together with coalescent variance,
can contribute to generating genealogical discordance.
Our choice of models is motivated by our knowledge of
biogeographic history of the S. basiliscus species complex and its rainforest habitat (Moussalli et al. 2009;
VanDerWal et al. 2009). We focus on modelling the sister lineages that exhibit strong genealogical discordance,
the Central and Southern lineages of S. basiliscus. To
simplify the models, we model only the Spec Uplands
population of the Southern lineage; the Hinchinbrook
Island and Elliot Upland populations have too low of
sample sizes to model accurately and also introduce
additional spatial complexity beyond the scope of this
study. As predicted by paleomodels (Fig. 2A), the Central and Southern lineages likely evolved largely in
allopatry through glacial cycles, and thus we consider
multiple variations on a basic allopatric model in our
simulations (Fig. 3). These models are:

•

Models with no introgression

1 A simple model of population splitting, in which an
ancestral population splits into the Central and
Southern lineages with no postdivergence gene flow
(Fig. 3A).
2 An extension of the simple model (‘peripatric divergence’) in which the Southern lineage is initially very
small when it splits from the ancestral lineage
(Fig. 3B).
3 A model in which there is ancestral population structure, such that the ancestral population consists of
multiple populations with limited gene flow, after
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 2 (A) A suitability map for wet sclerophyll rainforest in
the Australian Wet Tropics showing isolated glacial refugia
during the cold–dry stage of the glacial cycle (18 000 ybp),
modified from VanDerWal et al. (2009). Cartoon depictions of
the possible historical introgression event during a cool-wet
period of higher connectivity, showing the dynamics of mitochondrial and nuclear introgression between the Central and
Southern lineages of Saproscincus basiliscus for (B) model 5, of
more mitochondrial than nuclear gene flow and (C) model 6,
of more nuclear than mitochondrial gene flow.

which it splits into the Central and Southern lineages
(Fig. 3C).

•

Models with introgression

4 A model in which there is a pulse of postdivergence
gene flow, in which the Central lineage expands and
exchanges migrants with the Southern lineage for a
brief period of time in the past (Fig. 3D).
5 A model in which there is a pulse of postdivergence
gene flow, in which the mitochondrial gene flow
between the Central and Southern lineages is greater
than nuclear gene flow (Fig. 3E). This model would
allow the relictual Southern mitochondrial genome to
introgress into the invading Central lineage (Fig. 2B).
6 A model in which there is a pulse of postdivergence
gene flow, in which nuclear gene flow between the
Central and Southern lineages is greater than mitochondrial gene flow (Fig. 3F). This model would
allow the invading Central nuclear genome to completely introgress the relictual Southern population
(Fig. 2C).
In particular, we include models 2 and 3 because
such histories can substantially affect the coalescent
(Jesus et al. 2006; Slatkin & Pollack 2008), and they are
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Fig. 3 Cartoon depictions of the six models used in the approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analysis to infer the divergence
history of the Central and Southern lineages of Saproscincus basiliscus: (A) simple splitting, (B) a ‘peripatric’ splitting model, (C) a
splitting model with ancestral population structure, (D) a model with pulsed, postdivergence gene flow, (E) a model with pulsed
gene flow in which mitochondrial gene flow is greater than nuclear gene flow, and (F) a model with pulsed gene flow in which
nuclear gene flow is greater than mitochondrial gene flow.
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plausible in context of the biogeographic history of
these lineages (Moritz et al. 2009). The introgression
models (models 4–6) reflect our knowledge of this system’s history; a model in which there is constant gene
flow throughout divergence is unlikely to describe this
system. Reconstruction of the AWT rainforest during
the Pleistocene suggests that the Central and Southern
lineages were isolated for most of their history—including at present (Moussalli et al. 2009)—with brief periods
of increased connectivity during cool-wet periods, most
recently in a brief period during the early Holocene
(Fig. 2; VanDerWal et al. 2009). Further, as has been
suggested in numerous other systems of cytonuclear
discordance (Ballard & Whitlock 2004; Good et al. 2008),
models 5 and 6 explore the possibility of differential
rates of gene flow at the mitochondrial and nuclear
genomes if, for example, there is allele surfing (Currat
et al. 2008), the mitochondrial genome is under selection
(i.e. cytonuclear incompatibilities), or there is sex-biased
gene flow (Discussion). Importantly, model 5 differs
from models 4 and 6 in the structure of the simulation
(Fig. 3D–F), because, although the geography of all
three scenarios is the same, the relative movement of
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes between the Central and Southern lineages differs across models
(Fig. 2B, C).
We used the program MSABC to simulate and generate
summary statistics for each of these models, modifying
the program via Perl scripts to both simulate nuclear
and mitochondrial data and to calculate six additional
summary statistics (Da;nuc , Da;mito , Dxy;nuc , Dxy;mito ) and
D
the corresponding cytonuclear divergence ratios ( Da;mito
,
a;nuc
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Fig. 4 Correlation between mitochondrial and nuclear divergence between phylogeographic lineages in Australian Wet
Tropics lizards; points are labelled according to the species in
which the contact is found. The arrow identifies the contact of
interest: Saproscincus basiliscus Central/Southern lineages.

tion rate, we used well-circumscribed priors defined by
our empirical data and data from other studies of lizards (Rosenblum et al. 2004; Brandley et al. 2011); for all
other parameters, we used broad, uninformative priors
(Table S3).
We generated an initial set of 10 000 simulations
under each model and used the results from these simulations to evaluate which summary statistics differed
the most between our two major model classes (c.f.
Robert et al. 2011) and to determine which statistics, if
any, were significantly correlated and, thus, unlikely to
provide additional information. Through this approach,
we defined three summary statistics (Da;nuc , Da;mt ,
Da;mito
Da;nuc ), and we used these along with summary statistics
more generally useful for inferring demography (hw;nuc
and hw;mito for both lineages). We then simulated larger
data sets of 1 million simulations for each model to use
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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in model choice. Using the R package ABC (Csilléry
et al. 2012), we conducted all downstream inference.
Primarily, we used a weighted multinomial logistic
regression to estimate the posterior probabilities of our
models’ fit to our data. Following a rejection step across
all models (tolerance rate; c = 0.01), regression was performed on the retained simulations, where the model is
treated as a categorical response variable and the summary statistics are the independent variables (Beaumont
2008). Additionally, while our primary objective here is
model choice rather than model fitting, we used model
fitting to test the accuracy of model choice (Gelman
et al. 2004). Thus, we then inferred the posterior distributions for each parameter in each demographic model
using a local linear regression-corrected rejection
scheme (c = 0.01) and log-transforming parameters
prior to fitting to ensure the posterior distributions fell
within prior ranges (Hamilton et al. 2005).
Finally, we evaluated the performance of our model
choice procedure via two methods. First, we generated
pseudo-observed data sets, for which we randomly
selected a simulated data set, defined which model
supported the data best using the same model choice
procedure described above and then calculated how
often these data sets were mis-classified. Second, we
generated posterior predictive distributions under the
inferred posterior distributions for each model and
then compared our empirical summary statistics to
these simulated distributions; if model choice is accurate, our empirical summary statistics should lie within
the simulated distributions (Thornton & Andolfatto
2006).

The primary result found from analyses of the eightloci nuclear data is marked genealogical discordance
between the mitochondrial and nuclear data for the
S. basiliscus Southern lineage. As shown by the multilocus nuclear gene network generated via POFAD (Fig. 1D),
S. lewisi is quite divergent from the rest of the species
complex (Da ¼ 0:032). However, the S. basiliscus Southern lineage shows an order of magnitude less nuclear
divergence from the Central and Northern lineages
(Da ¼ 0:003), even though its mitochondrial divergence
is nearly as great as that of S. lewisi.
Besides this instance of genealogical discordance, the
data otherwise show broadscale concordance among
markers. Although individual gene trees all show differences in topology and branch length for most of
these lineages (Fig. S1), a consensual history emerges
from multilocus analyses. First, the major clades and
subclades identified by mitochondrial sequencing are
all recovered by Structure clustering of nuclear genotypes (Fig. 1C). Using the Evanno method (Evanno et al.
2005), we determined that nine clusters provided the
best fit to the data, each of which correspond to a mitochondrial clade. Examination of the nuclear data shows,
however, that only the S. lewisi lineage is recovered as a
distinct clade, even though the main mitochondrial lineages are largely separated in the distance-based network (Fig. 1D). Second, geographic concordance
between the two marker types is strong; there are only
two cases where an individual belongs to two different
major clusters (S. basilicus N, C, S lineages, and S. lewisi) for mitochondrial and nuclear data (Fig. 1C). Both
cases trace to individuals sampled at the parapatric
boundaries between the Northern and Central lineages.

Results
Between-lineage diversity
Mitochondrial and multilocus phylogeography
The mitochondrial gene tree recovered the same lineages as described by Moussalli et al. (2009; Fig. 1B).
Here, we refer to these mitochondrial lineages as the
S. lewisi, Northern, Central and Southern lineages. Each
major mitochondrial lineage consists of several, wellsupported subclades, each of which is geographically
restricted (Fig. 1B). Our improved sampling located
areas of sympatry between the S. lewisi and Northern
lineages and between the Northern and Central
lineages. As described earlier, S. lewisi and Southern
S. basiliscus are each highly divergent from the rest of
the clade; net corrected sequence divergence ranges
from 15% to 18% between these lineages. Further, the
Southern lineage is highly structured; populations in
the currently isolated Spec Uplands, Elliot Uplands and
Hinchinbrook Islands are 3–8% divergent from each
other (Fig. 1A, B).
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

To place our finding of incongruent branch lengths
between the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes for the
Southern lineage in context, we compared sequence
divergence (Da ) in mitochondrial and nuclear genomes
between major phylogeographic lineages in seven
co-distributed species of lizards. As shown in Fig. 4,
divergence levels at the two genomes are highly correlated (r2 = 0.91; P < 0.005), with an average divergence
ratio of 11.2. As expected, this divergence ratio reflects
the estimate of the nuclear-mitochondrial substitution
scalar for lizards (approximately 14; Brandley et al.
2011). The mito-nuclear divergence ratio between the
S. basiliscus Southern and Central lineages (50.4; as
identified by the arrow in Fig. 4) is a noticeable outlier
in this group. Including this datum substantially weakens the strength of the correlation between nuclear and
mitochondrial divergence (r2 = 0.76; P < 0.05). Thus, the
discordance we see in branch lengths between the
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nuclear and mitochondrial genomes for the Southern
lineage is unlikely due to variance in mutation rates.

Divergence and demographic analyses
To determine if coalescent stochasticity or introgression
better explains the genealogical discordance we see, we
used an ABC approach to test the fit of six different
models to our empirical data. First, we used a small
number of simulations to test the utility of a wide range
of summary statistics to distinguish between our models. Perhaps because our models explore a large parameter space—portions of which lead to competing
models becoming nearly identical—many of the tested
summary statistics showed little difference in distributions between the models. That said, we identified
D
seven summary statistics [(Da;nuc , Da;mt , Da;mito
), hw;nuc
a;nuc
and hw;mito for both lineages], which were not strongly
correlated with each other (r2 < 0.2) and that showed
differing distributions between the models (Fig. S2).
We extended these initial simulations to conduct
model choice by calculating posterior probabilities of
our differing models. The general class of models
exploring coalescent stochasticity (models 1 through 3)
were supported with low posterior probability (summed
P = 0.0483), and models invoking a pulse of gene flow
were strongly supported (summed P = 0.951; Table 1;
Bayes Factor = 19.68). In particular, within models with
introgression, a model that allowed for asymmetric gene
flow between the two genomes (summed P = 0.922) was
very strongly supported compared with a model with
equal gene flow between the two genomes (P = 0.0291;
Bayes Factor = 31.68). Further, there is some support
that a model with more mitochondrial gene flow (model
5; P = 0.763) is more likely than a model with more
nuclear gene flow (model 6; P = 0.159; Bayes Factor = 4.79). Given the results of Robert et al. (2011), we
refrain from over-interpreting the posterior probabilities
reported here, but we do suggest that these results
strongly support a demographic history of pulsed gene
flow that is heterogenous between the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes.
Table 1 Models, numbered as in text, with posterior probabilities as inferred from approximate Bayesian computation analyses
Model

Posterior probability

Simple split (model 1)
Peripatric split (model 2)
Ancestral structure split (model 3)
Pulsed gene flow (model 4)
More mitochondrial gene flow (model 5)
More nuclear gene flow (model 6)

0.0263
0.0220
0.000
0.0291
0.763
0.159

We estimated the posterior distributions of the
parameters for our best-fitting model (model 5; pulsed
gene flow with greater mitochondrial than nuclear gene
flow). Our results, shown in Fig. S3, are plausible given
our knowledge of the species’ ecology and the region’s
biogeographic history. Model fitting showed very little
power to estimate key parameters of the pulse of gene
flow, that is, when it started, how long it lasted, number of migrants in either direction or the magnitude of
asymmetry in gene flow between the two genomes.
Other studies looking at pulsed gene flow have shown
similarly limited power (Li et al. 2010; Yeung et al.
2011); fortunately, our conclusions do not depend on
precise estimates of these parameters.
To evaluate the performance of our model choice, we
generated pseudo-observed data sets and looked at the
frequency of mis-classification. As seen in Fig. S4 and
Table S4, the frequency of false positives and negatives
is high across most of the models. However, for most of
these mis-classified models, the posterior probability of
the best-supported model was low (P < 0.5). Following
Fagundes et al. 2007, we computed the probability that
the best-supported model is the correct model, given
the observed posterior probability. Comparing models
with and without introgression, we computed the probability of observing our posterior probability (P = 0.951)
in error as 0. Comparing models with and without heterogeneous introgression, we computed the probability
of observing our posterior probability (P = 0.922) in
error as 0. Comparing a model with more mitochondrial gene flow than nuclear gene flow, we computed
the probability of observing our posterior probability
(P = 0.763) in error as 0.122. We further evaluated our
model choice procedure by comparing the empirical
value for our summary statistics to the posterior predictive distributions inferred for each model. For our bestsupported model (model 5), each of our observed values is within the posterior predictive distributions
(Fig. 5); the probability of recovering the same or more
extreme value for a given summary statistic ranged
from 0.129 to 0.724. For the other five models, this is
only also true for model 6 (probabilities ranged from
0.074 to 0.823; Fig. S5). These evaluations of our model
choice procedure strongly support model 5 or model 6
as the best fit to our data and support the hypothesis
that historical introgression, with asymmetry in gene
flow between the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes,
is likely the source of the discordance seen in S. basiliscus and S. lewisi.

Discussion
By collating a multilocus data set in the species complex Saproscincus basiliscus and S. lewisi, we uncovered a
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 5 Following approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analysis of Saproscincus basiliscus Central and Southern lineages, posterior
predictive results for the most highly supported model (model 5: greater pulsed gene flow at the mitochondrial genome) across all
seven summary statistics. Dashed black lines reflect true value of summary statistic for the empirical data.

striking example of genealogical discordance: the populations representing S. basiliscus Southern mitochondrial
lineage, which are 15% divergent from the rest of S. basiliscus, are an order of magnitude less divergent at the
nuclear genome than expected. That S. lewisi, a lineage
with similar levels of mitochondrial divergence, exhibits
genealogical concordance across loci (Fig. 1; Fig. S1)
and is reproductively isolated from the rest of the clade
based on multilocus data from sympatric populations
(Singhal and Moritz, unpublished), further underlines
how anomalous this result is.
Perhaps the most parsimonious explanation for
reduced divergence in the nuclear genome when compared with the mitochondrial genome is that the nuclear
genome has a lower substitution rate. Calculating divergence between phylogeographic lineages in seven species
of closely related AWT skinks shows that divergence at
the mitochondrial genome is tightly correlated with
nuclear divergence (Fig. 4). Although the substitution
rates between the two genomes are different—the mitonuclear divergence rate is approximately 11:1—our discordant clade has a divergence ratio of 50, far beyond
what could be explained by genome-specific substitution
profiles.

Source of genealogical discordance
What, then, can explain this level of genealogical discordance? Genealogical discordance is most often attributed to either the stochasticity of the coalescent or
introgression across lineage boundaries (Kingman 1982).
With respect to coalescent variance, because the mitochondrial genome acts as a single locus (Ballard &
Whitlock 2004), it might be capturing an errant view of
history, relative to the rest of the genome. If coalescent
variance is underpinning genealogical discordance, we
might expect that the population diverged under a history that promoted increased variance in genealogical
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

patterns. Our ABC simulations, which explored both a
broad set of divergence histories and parameter space,
suggest under certain population histories, genealogical
discordance (as measured here) can increase. However,
the increase in variance is limited compared with the
magnitude of the discrepancy we see (Fig. S2). Thus, as
supported by the low posterior probabilities for these
models, coalescent variance is unlikely the source of
this system’s genealogical discordance.
Our divergence history reconstruction suggests the
genealogical discordance likely results from historical
introgression between the Central and Southern lineages. Ongoing introgression between the Central and
Southern lineages is unlikely; niche models and field
surveys suggest the two lineages do not currently meet
(Moussalli et al. 2009), and nuclear data show no
evidence for recent admixture between these lineages
(Fig. 1C). However, niche models for the preferred habitat of the species complex (e.g. wet sclerophyll/rainforest) through time support a model of divergence in
isolation during glacial periods with transient connectivity and, thus, opportunities for introgression in the
early Holocene (VanDerWal et al. 2009). Habitat during
the cold–dry portion of the glacial cycle was predicted
to be restricted to two major refugia in the north and
south of the AWT (corresponding to the Northern and
Central lineages, respectively), with smaller refugia in
the Spec Uplands and on Hinchinbrook Island and
limited interconnectivity between the refugia (Fig. 2A).
During the cool-wet and warm-wet portions of the glacial cycles, the forest between the Central and Southern
lineages was predicted to be contiguous. As such, the
Central lineage likely expanded out of its refugium and
invaded the southern AWT, allowing for gene flow
between the Central and Southern lineages (Fig. 2B, C).
Following gene flow between the two lineages, the
ancestral Southern nuclear genome was replaced by
the invading Central nuclear genome, but the highly
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divergent Southern mitochondrial genome persisted. In
a sense, the only evidence for the Southern population
that persisted through time in the small southern
refugia is its highly divergent mitochondrial genome,
present as distinct subclades in the Spec and Elliot
Uplands and Hinchinbrook Island. Interestingly, the
same phenomenon may have occurred in a rainforest
frog, Litoria nannotis, distributed across the same region
that shows a similar pattern of cytonuclear discordance
(Bell et al. 2012).

Why is introgression heterogeneous?
If this is the history explaining the pattern of genealogical discordance in this system, why is the pattern of discordance marker-specific? Heterogeneous introgression,
particularly when the markers compared are cytoplasmic and nuclear, has several possible root causes: neutral and stochastic effects, selection or sex-biased
processes. First, heterogeneous introgression can arise
because of stochastic, neutral effects (Kuo & Avise 2005),
like differences in drift among markers or the confounding effects of introgression and demography. Researchers have explained cytonuclear genealogical discordance
by invoking the differential rates of drift and fixation in
cytoplasmic and nuclear markers (Wilson & Bernatchez
1998). However, the balance between migration and
drift is the same for both genomes because the higher
drift in the mitochondrial genome is counteracted by a
lower effective number of migrants (Wright 1951). Thus,
drift is unlikely to explain this pattern. Yet, introgression
does introduce stochasticity (Kuo & Avise 2005), and as
the mitochondrial genome is just one marker, it might
capture an extreme end of this variance. But, as our
ABC-based demographic reconstructions suggest, such
effects are still unlikely to lead to the sort of discordance
seen here. Further, stochastic effects can be compounded
by demographic events, such as changes in ranges or
population growth (Ruedi et al. 1997; Currat et al. 2008).
In particular, in the model of ‘allele surfing’, alleles from
a resident population introgress readily into low-density
populations at the edge of an expanding population
(Currat et al. 2008). Loci that experience higher levels of
drift—here, loci linked to the low-dispersing sex like the
mitochondrial genome—are more likely to introgress
quickly (Petit & Excoffier 2009; Melo-Ferreira et al.
2011). However, this work also predicts that even with
low rates of admixture, complete replacement is
expected at all loci, whether nuclear or mitochondrial
(Currat et al. 2008). As such, we should see swamping of
variation in the expanding population at both the
nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. As we do not see
this, we think allele surfing is unlikely to explain the
patterns we see here.

Indeed, as shown by our demographic reconstruction,
in order for introgression to commonly lead to strong
genealogical discordance, gene flow levels must differ
significantly between the two marker types—and selection and sex-biased processes are two factors that can
lead to differential gene flow. Here, either a situation in
which gene flow is elevated at the mitochondrial genome (model 5, Fig. 2B) or in which gene flow is
depressed at the mitochondrial genome could explain
the pattern we see (model 6; Fig. 2C). These two situations have the same geography, but the patterns of
introgression differ and they reflect two very different
biological realities. However, the genetic patterns, particularly when introgression is historical and introgressed alleles have been fixed, are hard to distinguish, and
based on our demographic reconstructions, we cannot
fully reject one or the other.
With respect to selection, rates of introgression and
fixation are determined largely by the balance between
migration and selection (Slatkin 1973). Selection can
lead to loci having more limited or increased introgression compared with the background rate. Negative
selection can take several forms—for example, the mitochondrial genome could be adapted to local bioclimatic
niches and thus would introgress less readily (Ballard
& Whitlock 2004; Cheviron & Brumfield 2009). This
seems unlikely here, as the Southern and Central lineages do not occupy markedly different bioclimatic
space (Fig. S6). Alternatively, cytonuclear incompatibilities (e.g. Tigriopus californicus; Ellison & Burton 2008)
could limit introgression at the mitochondrial genome
and a subset of the nuclear genome, while the rest of
the nuclear genome would introgress freely (Takahata
& Slatkin 1984). Cytonuclear incompatibilities can
evolve owing to selection or owing to drift (Gavrilets
2003), and they are a plausible explanation for this discordance. In other studies, selective sweeps have lead
to the cytoplasmic genome introgressing rapidly into
other lineages (Gompert et al. 2008). However, the
Southern mitochondrial lineage is deeply structured
among southern isolates and, thus, does not have the
typical signature of a selective sweep (i.e. low but rare
diversity among haplotypes).
Finally, sex-specific processes could also explain these
patterns. For example, if there is female philopatry,
then the maternally inherited mitochondrial genome
will experience less gene flow, which could lead to less
introgression upon secondary contact (but see Petit &
Excoffier 2009 for an alternative perspective). This is a
common explanation for discrepancies between the
mitochondrial and nuclear genomes (Berthier et al.
2006), and as we have evidence for male-biased dispersal in related species (Dubey & Shine 2010), this
might explain our results as well. Further, patterns of
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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mating, whether owing to differences in population
density (Hubbs 1955) or active mate choice, can lead to
rapid introgression of the maternal mitochondrial genome across lineage boundaries (Chan & Levin 2005).
We have no evidence either against or in support of
this hypothesis, but it certainly could be a factor. In
sum, it appears that the genealogical discordance we
see in this system results from historical introgression,
and it is quite possible this introgression acted in concert with either selection or sex-biased processes.
Knowing how these selective or sex-biased processes
are contributing and interacting to lead to this pattern
cannot be determined from genetic data alone, but it is
amenable to future study through field observation and
experiments.

Significance
Examples of genealogical discordance are many, and
cytonuclear discordance accounts for a significant number of these cases (Chan & Levin 2005; Currat et al.
2008). Stochastic effects, whether arising in the presence
or absence of gene flow, could certainly explain many
instances of discordance. However, many other cases,
like ours, likely arise because of the unique biology of
the mitochondria—i.e. selection limits introgression
because of cytonuclear incompatibilities (Ellison & Burton 2008) or mate choice patterns promote introgression
in sex-linked markers (Hubbs 1955; Chan & Levin
2005). Further, most examples of differential introgression across mitochondrial and nuclear genomes are
cases where the introgressed marker has not yet
reached fixation (Leaché 2009; Melo-Ferreira et al. 2011).
In this respect, this system stands alongside a few other
cases, most notably the arctic charr, North American
chipmunks, polar bear and two species of temperate
hares (Wilson & Bernatchez 1998; Reid et al. 2012;
Hailer et al. 2012; Melo-Ferreira et al. 2012) in which
distinct evolutionary units have seemingly become fixed
for discordant mitochondrial DNA. Both this system
and these other species share a history of small populations; the increased efficacy of drift in such populations
might have quickened replacement of introgressing
alleles. In other systems, where introgression often
occurs between large populations that are expanding
from glacial refugia (Hewitt 2011), insufficient time
might have passed to allow introgressed alleles to reach
fixation.
Finally, our and others’ results suggest that introgression is likely manifest in the natural world. Because
very little hybridization, or mating between different
lineages, is necessary to spur introgression (Anderson
1949), the frequency of introgression might say very
little about the frequency of hybridization. However, it
Copyright © 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

does hint at interesting population histories of infrequent but dynamic changing hybridization, and it certainly suggests that introgression could be a pervasive
and powerful force shaping the diversity of species and
their populations (Mallet 2005). Whether introgression
erodes genetic divergence as we see here or leads to
adaptive change (Anderson 1949; Song et al. 2011), it is
an undeniably important evolutionary process.
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Fig. S1 Gene trees for eight nuclear genes for Saproscincus basiliscus and S. lewisi based on individual haplotypes, as inferred
by maximum likelihood in RAxML. Colour scheme follows
that used in Fig. 1.
Fig. S2 Expected distribution of mito-nuclear divergence ratios
for all of the modelled scenarios across the complete parameter space, (A) before fitting and (B) after fitting. The mitonuclear divergence ratio found in this study is outlined in darker grey.
Fig. S3 Prior (shown by dotted line) and posterior (shown by
bold black line) probability distributions for parameters of the
most likely inferred model (model 5), in which there is pulsed
introgression with more mitochondrial than nuclear gene flow.

Fig. S5 Posterior predictive results for all six models across all
seven summary statistics. Dashed black lines reflect true value
of summary statistic for the empirical data. Some graphs
cropped for ease of visibility.
Fig. S6 PCA of climatic variables (Bioclim) grouped by mitochondrial lineage; PCA performed using prcomp in R. Colour
scheme follows that used in Fig. 1.
Table S1 Data on sampled individuals.
Table S2 Loci used in this study, including their associated
information.
Table S3 Prior distributions for parameters used in simulating
data sets for the approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)
analysis.
Table S4 Type I and Type II errors for model mis-classification
based on pseudo-observed data set analysis.
Please note: Wiley-Blackwell are not responsible for the content
or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the
authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for the article.

Fig. S4 Results from 100 pseudo-observed data sets, showing
the frequency of mis-classification among the models simulated
for the approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analysis.
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